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Time Programme Group A Programme Group B
09:00 Introduction / team building exercise / ward report / orientation




11:00 Shoulder dystocia workshop Cord prolapse / neonatal resuscitation
12:00 Lunch
13:00 Sepsis / anaphylaxis / maternal 
collapse
Breech workshop
13:45 Breech workshop Sepsis / anaphylaxis / maternal 
collapse
14:30 Postpartum haemorrhage Eclampsia / neonatal resuscitation
15:15 Coffee






• 1st year students – role of 
mother, partner or observer
• 2nd year students – role of 
junior midwife or observer









• To determine whether utilising
simulated learning, such as the
PROMPT package, would enhance
final year pre registration student
midwife levels of self efficacy and
















• Each question had a response scale numbered from 1 to 7, where 1 
= Not at all or none, and 7 = Very much or Very often
• For example:
• How much has the training day encouraged you to utilise decision 
making skills? 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very much

























• ‘....if I was to do it again, I wouldn’t be as nervous, it was just a bit
unknown but it actually was a really safe environment .... it was
actually very, very secure ...’
• ‘... it was a safe place for us to learn – like I didn’t feel judged and
I sort of felt ‘well, if I make a mistake here at least I’m making it
here and not in a room with a mother’
• ‘it was an excellent environment to learn, making mistakes and
learning from this – the informal atmosphere helped lessen the
tension therefore I found it easier to learn from each session’
Self awareness
• ‘... to realize that you have the skills there ... you
have the knowledge there and to see how far you
have come ... it feels good’
• ‘I think sometimes you think you’ve still so much to
learn ... but then we actually thought “well actually I
do know what to do here this is great!”
• ‘everyone has a role ... you’re doing something
positive, important ... even if you are only running
and getting ... its better being involved’.
Team working and responsibility
• ‘... it was really good to be working as a team
... even with the 1st and 2nd years we worked
really well as a team ... I think we worked
really well together’
• ‘when you went to your 4th scenario I would
agree that the teamwork was again much
improved and ... at the end of the 4th
[scenario] we all did a high five to each other
and “yeah we got it, we got it”
Team working and responsibility
• ‘It was good ... people do look to you then to
make those decisions and you have to know
what you are talking about but it was good ...’
• ‘Being 3rd year, the 1st and 2nd years tended to
look up to us for leadership, I enjoyed that
element but it was also very nerve wracking,
you had to be one step ahead’
Reflection and feedback
• ‘when I stepped back and let more junior
student midwives take the lead role things fell
apart a wee bit and I wasn’t being my true
self as a third year [student] midwife so I
learnt a lot from that’
• ‘I think it made us all a lot more confident ...
you know aware that actually we can see how
far we’ve come, see that in 3 years we have
learnt so much’
Reflection and feedback
•... I think we got some very positive feedback on
things as well and sort of boosted your
confidence and made you think ‘well I did do that
bit ok and its this that I need to work on’
•‘... to be seen as the 3rd year midwife and to
know what to do and then for [others] to
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